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Businesses are always looking for new ways to acquire, engage and retain their 
customers, and in an increasingly competitive and globalized market, this is more 
difficult than ever. 


Bonding allows businesses and organisations to go beyond loyalty into a relationship 
based on trust, co-operation, and delight. A bonded customer is one that enjoys a 
quiet confidence that the brands they engage with have his or her best interests at 
heart, more akin to a 30-year marriage than a fleeting fling.


A bonded customer also acts as an advocate for the brands they are bonded with. 
They understand the value proposition better than anyone because they are the 
living, breathing embodiment of this proposition. They are a champion for your 
brand amongst their friends, colleagues, peers and family without hesitation. 

What if you could keep every customer you currently have for  
the rest of their life?

What if those customers loved your product or service so much  
that they consistently told people about it?

What if your product or service was a little (or a lot) more  
expensive than the competition, but your customers happily and 
knowingly paid extra?

What is the objective of bonding?



The Current State of Affairs

As builders of brands, products and services, we've noticed patterns that are more 
or less Effective in strengthening loyalty between the companies that provide them 
and the customers that interact With them. From this starting point, we've been 
exploring and began outlining a new concept to help guide companies in creating 
products and brands that emotionally connect with their users: .


What's the secret to how brands build long-lasting, loyal relationships with their 
customers? What do companies have to do to convince customers to freely and 
willfully stick with their products and services? We, the team at , have 
been asking ourselves the same question. In a world full of brands, how do 
consumers learn, discover, understand, and choose a specific brand - and then stick 
with it? What makes them decide against a brand, or to leave a brand? And why? 

Customer Bonding

modulr.design

The Opportunity

In a post-Covid world where customers and brands have quite literally been socially 
distanced, or pulled away from each other, the importance of bonds across the 
customer journey has become clear. Online services provide enormous potential to 
allow brands and customers to stay bonded, regardless of their mobility or location. 


This was an opportunity to ask users: how can digital products strengthen a 
customer's emotional commitment to a brand? 


We wanted to be sure that bonds actually mean something, and if they do, how do 
we create strong bonds across industries, services, products and markets? How 
might we define, measure and improve these bonds? And, possibly most importantly, 
how do we avoid the dark patterns (aimed to generate quick wins but that also 
damage long-term trust) that exist in so many of the world’s most notorious brands?


In this study, we’ll explore the four principles of customer bonding and how they 
provide the key to the sustainable success of any company; not just for the purpose 
of profit, but to bring humanity to the businesses of the future.



The willful establishment 
of a relationship or link 
with someone based on 
shared feelings, interests, 
needs, or experiences.
Bonding is a phenomenon connecting humans to one another. Bonds can last a 
lifetime, such as the biological bonds between child and parent. Or, they can develop 
and end over the course of years, such as in a romantic relationship or friendship.

Do similar relationship and bonding principles exist between people and brands? 



Yes - to the degree of a brand's proximity and influence in the lives of their users. 

Our study shows that emotional bonds are often the best recipe for establishing a 
successful, sustainable business. In this sense, bonds do not always require the 
deepest and most meaningful of emotions (such as love) to be triggered. Rather, in 
customer-brand connections, it more often centers around trust, honesty and 
appreciation.



This gives weight to the idea that even purely digital brands have the potential to be 
successful. For example, although most users find purely digital companies less 
meaningful in their daily lives, digital touchpoints can be a suitable channel for more 
approachable and personable communication with a brand. These digital 
touchpoints can offer opportunities to fulfill or otherwise address the needs of their 
users so that strong bonds are still able to exist and be fostered. At the core, it often 
comes down to the fact that most customers don't want to be seen as just another 
order number. Rather, they want to be seen and treated as individuals.

What is bonding?



Our Process

We utilized a combination of qualitative and quantitative research approaches to 
gain generalizable insights (quantitative) and to understand them in detail 
(qualitative). This took place over several months and included:


Desk Research: Exploring current understandings and related terms about the 
subject of Customer Bonding.  


Qualitative Group Discussions: Diving deeper into the topic of Brand Experiences.


Quantitative Review: Surveying a representative portion of the german population 
regarding life-organization brands. 


Aside from the questions we had set for ourselves, we also brought in some expert 
opinions to help inform us on the topic. Especially helpful was the advice of Professor 
Dr. Joost van Treeck, Dean of Studies in the Department of Business Psychology at 
the Fresenius University of Applied Sciences in Hamburg. He has developed a 
Relationship Map which explores various relational models that consumers enter into 
with diverse brands. This map helped to provide a valuable lens for evaluating and 
categorizing the ways that consumers feel about brands they interact with. Each 
relationship type is graded by varying levels of emotional intimacy, contact 
frequency and a power-imbalance ratio. 
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The 4 Principles of 
Customer Bonding

On the completion of this study, four key 
principles became clear:

1
Bonding requires 
consistency over 
time

3
Bonding goes 
beyond the purely 
transactional

2
Digital touchpoints 
empower long term 
bonding

4
Bonding can  
exist without 
needing to evoke 
deep emotions

In this report, we’ll outline and explore 

these principles in order to provide 

direction to businesses struggling to 

bond with their customers, and inspire 
businesses already practicing bonding 
principles to refine and enhance their 
practices for even better results. 



Bonding 

requires 
consistency



Bonding requires consistency

Like an interpersonal relationship, trust is acquired through 
tiny, sometimes imperceptible actions over time, not just 
grand, romantic gestures. In fact, when customers are 
approached by brands with a “grand gesture”, it can be 
perceived as suspicious or manipulative.*

For authentic bonds to exist, companies must ensure that they build a continuous 
dialogue with their customers - one that isn't motivated by sales transactions alone. 

Customer loyalty doesn't happen overnight. The relationship between customers and 
brands is a highly dynamic one, always in a state of change. 


A good example for an inconsistent customer-brand relationship is Lego. Since its 
formation in 1932, the classical toy, which in the 90s had lost its identity, was able to 
regain its old customers by returning to its essential components and the 
reintroduction of Lego Duplo. Lego was even able to generate excitement around 
the brand through a variety of collaborations (movies, video games, innovations, 
content collaborations, etc.). The expiration of the patent protection on Lego’s 
building blocks, however, led to the risk of Lego losing its loyal customers to the 
competition which also manufactures similar building blocks. Lego positions itself as 
a premium product and is now fighting to uphold this position. 

* Mehr über die manipulativ empfundene Wirkung „großer Gesten” auf  
Seite 4, Absatz 2: How Gifts Influence Relationships With Service Customers  
and Financial Outcomes for Firms

https://idw-online.de/de/attachmentdata56013.pdf
https://idw-online.de/de/attachmentdata56013.pdf


Like an interpersonal relationship, trust 
is acquired through tiny, sometimes 
imperceptible actions over time, not just 
grand, romantic gestures. In fact, when 
customers are approached by brands 
with a “grand gesture”, it can be 
perceived as suspicious or manipulative. 



Creating and maintaining consistency in bonding

Established concepts such as customer loyalty or customer commitment already 
employ emotional factors such as familiarity or affectionate triggers. Nevertheless, 
these ideas are always designed at the customer to benefit the company in the end. 


True bonding requires mutual appreciation and investment. This would mean that 
the companies should also remain loyal and support their customers, investing in 
them even when they are not actively buying anything. 


A good practice would be for companies to be mindful that it's not always important 
to focus on a conversion that is currently taking place. Instead, to focus on future and 
ideally recurring interactions which ultimately strengthen bonds between customers 
and the company.


In the following examples we can see how the development of appealing and 
meaningful moments and experiences can bring enormous value to customers 
without asking for anything in return. These moments of surprise and delight give 
customers a feeling of warmth and belonging, as well as something concrete to 
discuss when talking about the product.

Another example of a brand which has changed over time has been Apple. Due to 
the suspension of Apple’s co-founder Steve Jobs in 1985, the company suffered 
immense damage. Only after Jobs’ return to Apple, did the company experience an 
enormous upswing. Since this return, Apple has developed from an underdog to a 
market leader, through constant innovations and it’s pioneering spirit, fulfilling its 
customer’s expectations and often even surpassing them.


Taking any steps to establish more steady bonds is an anchor providing stability for 
both sides in the relationship.



Providing value even when 
no one asked for it

Spotify 

Year in Review

01

If you’re a Spotify user, you might be aware of its “Year in Review” feature, which 
allows users (and even nono-users!) to see a short summary of the songs and 
podcasts they listened to that year, organised by genre or theme. 


This feature is beautifully designed, provides incredible value and enjoyment for 
users, and, most critically, was easily shareable to both social media and other 
Spotify customers. 


The Year in Review feature is something no-one asked for, generates no revenue, 
however provides excellent exposure and value for everyone using Spotify. 


The feature first launched in 2015 as “Year in Music” and gained enormous 
popularity, so Spotify continued it as a permanent feature, including podcasts and 
re-naming the service. 

https://newsroom.spotify.com/2020-12-01/6-new-features-
to-unwrap-in-your-spotify-2020-wrapped/

Here are two of our favourite  
examples of this concept:

https://newsroom.spotify.com/2020-12-01/6-new-features-to-unwrap-in-your-spotify-2020-wrapped/
https://newsroom.spotify.com/2020-12-01/6-new-features-to-unwrap-in-your-spotify-2020-wrapped/


Bringing product users together 
to form community bonds

Figma’s 

Growth Strategy

02

Figma is trending heavily in the digital product world, possibly because it’s taken a 
different approach to bringing their users together. Many companies, including 
Apple, take a specific approach to launching new products and features; that is, a 
one-way lecture style presentation with high quality video and editing. Figma went a 
step further and created an entire digital conference for users to:

Hear about new feature releases generating excitement and value for users already 
using the product just added value and increased loyalty / ease of use


Learn from impressive design professionals on a variety of design topics not related 
to Figma. inspiring users who otherwise are struggling to keep creative juices flowing 
and thus caring for them


Developing a part of the platform to randomly match with other conference 
visitors to talk together, share the experience and exchange with another designer in 
some other part of the world, allowing people to expand their network and connect 
with the broader community 


Creating genuinely desirable digital Design Swag making it easy for conference 
attendees to share their participation and post beautifully curated artefacts

All of these elements add to the user experience whilst demonstrating a deep 
understanding of the desires and goals of Figma’s users. 

https://config.figma.com/ 
https://www.figma.com/community/file/965988016183338907

https://config.figma.com/
https://www.figma.com/community/file/965988016183338907



Questions we might ask:

What is the frequency and nature 
of your customer communications 
and interactions? 

How might we introduce 
a value exchange to 
these interactions?

33%Easily Usable Apps 
and Services

33%Personal Service / 
Support

34%High 
Quality

35%A Good 
Value-Price Ratio

Reliable 
Service 50%

57% Better 

Alternatives

57% Services Becoming 
User-Unfriendly

58% Customer Orientation 
is Missing

58% Insufficient Data 
Protection

Service Becomes 
too Expensive59%

5 Bonding 
Metrics 

Top

5 Loyalty Loss 
Metrics 

Top



Digital

touchpoints 
empower

bonding 



Digital touchpoints empower bonding

57% of those surveyed believe that companies without 
digital services or products have no chance of survival in 
the next 10 years. 

Every interaction contributes to the quality of each relationship with a customer. 
Digital touchpoints offer helpful opportunities to create bonds between brands and 
users over time, in a more controlled, systematic and measurable manner.


Every brand is a digital brand


Digitization is a factor that more and more determines the future success of a 
company. 

Even more clearly: 67% of interviewees see no future for companies who don't have 
an online presence.


In the coming years, offline brands will increasingly need to switch to omni-channel 
business models. After all, it's clear that digital applications are playing an 
increasingly important role in the competition for customers' favor. 


The top 3 frequently used apps are digital communication applications (82% of study 
participants use them at least weekly), streaming services (70%) and social media 
(63%). Following in fourth place are many banking apps (51%), an industry which is 
increasingly shifting from offline to online solutions.


One exception to the digital rule is that life-organizational brands - that is, brands 
that people interact with or depend on on a daily (eg. healthcare, transportation, 
insurance) - tend to find customers that are more inclined to prefer offline 
interactions. 


A significant proportion of those surveyed have no contact with the digital offers of 
insurances (32%), offices & authorities (32%), health applications (22%) or mobility 
services (14%). However, the majority of the participants in the study were convinced 
that in the future they will increasingly use life-organization services and products 
digitally.



20% 35% 75%Local Offices & Authorities

32% 41% 31%Insurance

32% 42% 34%Health Care Apps

48% 55% 21%Mobility Apps

68% 71% 4%Banking Apps

Communication Apps 79% 79% 0%

Industrie Jetzt in 5 Jahren Zunahme

Future growth: 

digital usage now and then

No contact with

digital offerings of:

32% 32%
Insurance

Local Offices & 
Authorities

22% 12%
Health Care

Apps

Mobility

Apps

Resource: Population representative online survey, January 2021, N= 1000



Fostering Bonds and Relationships

never rarely regularly often exclusively

51%28%15%4%Communication Apps

25%43%20%8%4%Banking Apps

24%24%30%16%6%Mobility Apps

10%22%31%24%13%Health Care Apps

9%24%32%25%10%Insurance

5%15%31%32%17%Local Offices & Authorities

How often people use the following services digitally  (either App / Desktop usage)

Bond-building and relationship maintenance takes place both online and offline. 
Customers build connections through service consultants in the “offline world”: 
through the contact with personal representatives of the brand. Through their 
contact with the humans that represent a brand, relational dynamics such as bonds, 
trust and a customer's loyalty to a brand are measured and tested in each 
interaction. 


Even when the digital contact options are available, in some brand categories they 
are hardly used at all. For example, only 20% of respondents currently utilize digital 
touchpoints to contact local authorities and government offices. Among insurances 
and health applications, 32% of users are starting to prefer the digital touchpoints 
being made available. Yet still, the majority prefer a human point of contact when 
they have the choice.


Many online brands have attempted to replace the task of an in-person service 
representative through various online touchpoints. Among such touchpoints, brands 
must establish trust using different strategies. 


For example, through high accessibility, frictionless interactions and low error rates 
(through stable digital infrastructures and ongoing update optimizations).


Whereas customers might seek offline interactions with a brand through personal 
contact, they are often looking to online touchpoints to provide moments of 
self-sufficiency, control and overviews of their interactions with the brand. 


A common example of such online touchpoints are banking or insurance 
applications. Here, customers might seek to find an overview of their current account 
statuses, or to compare insurance policy additions without wanting the outside 
influence of a service representative.



Life organisation brands and  
their potential for bonding

In contrast to other types of digital brands, life-organization brands are well 
positioned in the ongoing trends of service digitalization. Their advantage is that 
they are essential tools in the lives of most people worldwide. And at the same time, 
many users instinctively prefer a certain distance to these brands. 


Many industries, such as fashion retail or tech hardware companies, build a close 
relationship with their customers, and customers seem happy for them to do so.  
However most customers of an insurance company, for example, would prefer not to 
have to think about or engage with their insurance company on a day-to-day basis. 
A * analyzing the overall satisfaction of insurance customers found that 
although many consumers are starting to purchase insurance products online, just 
15% said they are content with their insurers’ digital experience.


So how might insurance companies, healthcare brands, or telecommunications 
companies create bonds with customers who are resisting this type of relationship?


An encouraging result from our study shows that 39% of our study's participants 
often feel connected more than just transactionally to various life-organization 
brands (see "Bonding Lessons Learned from the Banking Industry"). It’s evidence  
that it is possible for consumers to establish sustainable connections to a 
life-organization brand. 

recent study

* Digital transformation can help insurers keep customers loyal 
(https://www.propertycasualty360.com/)

https://www.propertycasualty360.com/2016/05/30/digital-transformation-can-help-insurers-keep-customers-loyal/
https://www.propertycasualty360.com/2016/05/30/digital-transformation-can-help-insurers-keep-customers-loyal/


Insights on the impact of  
digital on bonding

67% of interviewees believe that only companies that are digitally oriented will retain 
a sustainable business model. 57% of the interviewees believe that companies 
without a digital service within 10 years don't have a future at all.


Almost all types of services are becoming more and more digitized. The current 
pandemic is also supporting and accelerating this process. 68% of Interviewees are 
engaged in digital contact to most of the "life-organization services". App users 
especially demonstrate a closer bond to the brands they interact with. These apps 
offer companies an immediate channel for sustainable and reliable communication 
with their customers. Whereas other studies show that companies who see their 
customer loyalty levels decrease a great deal, two-thirds (66%) don’t have a mobile 
app (“ ” by Apptentive).


In urgent emergency or support cases, customers seek personal contact to resolve 
their issues. 42% of users couldn't imagine completely removing personal 
interactions to their services


The digitization of the health sector, and other traditionally analog services, is also 
picking up speed. A rise of 34% in digital use and interaction expected over the next 
5 years in these areas.


Digital entertainment applications play the biggest role in the way consumers spend 
their recreational time these days. These include communication applications such 
as WhatsApp (81%) and streaming services such as Netflix (75%). These are followed 
by social media apps such as Instagram (67%) and banking apps (58%)


Life-Organisation Brands ideally help us to ease the daily lives of their customers. It's 
no surprise then that 79% of interviewees believe that they have more heavily 
weighted, or mostly, digital contact with their Life-Organisations Brands in the 
future.

On the Mobile Frontier

Questions we might ask:

How might we humanize our 
technology solutions to foster a more 
inclusive, trusting customer 
experience?

Which digital products and services 
from outside our industry could serve as 
inspiration for a more bonded 
approach?

https://go.apptentive.com/rs/170-TZF-108/images/FeedbackLoyaltyMobileFrontier.pdf
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Bonding is not exclusively transactional 

Relationships between people and brands don't end with 
a purchase. True, long-lasting bonds exist even when a 
customer isn't actively consuming anything.

In considering the influence of individual touchpoints on bonding between a 
customer and a brand, we need to understand the implicit meaning within these 
touchpoints. 


For example: A customer might find peace of mind in the fact that their insurance 
company always responds to or resolves their request within 24 hours. Or, they might 
be aware of the company’s data security practices, which gives them confidence 
that their private information is safe. 


It’s also crucial to keep in mind that a person might avoid using “offline” services, 
such as calling customer service, for a huge variety of reasons. They might have 
trouble hearing, or speaking the native language of the brand, or they might be 
aware that they will have to spend a lot of time in a queue if they do call. 


Ottonova, a private digital health insurance company, sets a good example here: the 
company offers formats on Youtube and their landing page with recommendations 
for “expats,” and other various calls to action tailored to its designated target groups. 
It guarantees a barrier-free initial contact point, a transparent general overview 
regarding the costs of their offers, a very extensive Wiki and the possibility of getting 
in touch personally with a service representative. Through this diverse and highly 
accessible approach, the company offers all of its customers a streamlined 
approach for interacting with Ottonova.



Relationships between people and 
brands don't end with a purchase. 

True, long-lasting bonds exist even  
when a customer isn't actively 
consuming anything.



In accordance with this, your bonding strategy should be different across different 
age groups, particularly when it comes to creating digital touchpoints. Global 
trends* towards ageing populations show that not all groups that require assistance 
will know how to to access it online. 


We show respect in our interpersonal relationships in various ways: we respect each 
other’s time by not arriving late; we apologise when we’ve done something wrong; 
we share information that might be pertinent to the success or failure of a venture.


So every investigation of customer pain points should start with empathy: how  
would I feel if someone in my life treated me this way? And what do I expect from 
them instead?

* Data Source: United Nations (2017). World Population Prospects: the 2017 Revision.  
https://ourworldindata.org/age-structure
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Bonding Lessons Learned from the Banking Industry

Clients appreciated using online touchpoints because this 
allows a certain amount of distance and autonomy of being 
able to make decisions freely without outside influence. 

Of the services that are available both online and offline, banking is used most 
frequently online by two thirds of our interviewees. 43% of respondents felt more 
connected to their bank when they were able to use online banking services. 

The desire for autonomy and freedom has resulted from past behaviors of brands which 
overstepped and abused the trust of their clients.


In the banking sector, the financial crisis in 2008/2009 (and the associated bank bailouts 
through tax money in particular) contributed to people losing their trust in local & national 
banks. For a long time, banks worldwide emphasised the sale of their financial products, 
even when they were not wanted or expected. Once customers signed contracts with the 
banks to finalize their purchases, all commitment, motivation & interest in engaging with 
customers further from many banks just stopped. As it was later revealed how banks 
privatized profits and expected support from governments to cover losses, consumers 
developed a great resentment against these organizations. In addition, since then, low 
savings interest rates, high overdraft interest rates, and a general lack of transparency 
during consultations (ie. such as associated fees for specific financial products) has led to 
customers distancing themselves from building relationships with almost any bank.


These are just a few examples among many which create mistrust in users, ultimately driving 
a desire for distance and autonomy through online touchpoints. Conversely though, in return 
for banks providing users access and empowerment of their services online, banking brands 
still have the chance to evoke some positive emotions in their customers. The result is a form 
of customer bonding in which both sides benefit from the connection provided, instead of a 
previously unfairly one-sided relationship.


At the same time, half of study participants mentioned the lack of personal service support 
as the greatest barrier when interacting with a bank’s digital touchpoints. 44% would not 
be interested in banking brands and services that did not offer personal support. 


In certain situations, it is clear that personal contact with humans is still a decisive factor in 
building trust and positive bonds with customers. The option to have personal contact with a 
brand represents a psychological safety net - where a user's need for security, accessibility 
and support play the deciding role. 


Additionally, in difficult situations (such as account mismanagement, or falsified 
transactions), customers feel more comfortable handing over the burden of responsibility 
back to the company itself. Which could also lead to potential conflicts and difficulties in the 
relationship between people and a brand.



Banking: an anomaly in the life-organizational sector 

An interesting paradox in the life-organizational sector is banking. Where most 
customers of life-orga brands prefer to keep a safe distance from their service 
provider, banking customers tend to have a much closer and more emotional 
relationship with their bank. 


The assumption here is that because people typically have strong feelings about 
their personal finances, and because money can provide opportunities and threats, 
customers want to keep a close eye on their bank accounts, and engage closely with 
the management of their money. This most often takes place through digital 
touchpoints - as users that interact with their bank digitally feel 14% more connected 
to their bank than users who do not interact digitally.


Using Joost van Treeck's relational model to understand how users see both brands, 
we found that the two banks had varying relationships with their users. 


In our study, we found that a majority of customers (38%) compared their bond with 
the Austrian banking startup, N26, to an “Acquaintance”. Acquaintance relationships 
are usually qualified by a lack of depth, but also an openness and trust. A positive 
start for a purely digital product launched about 8 years ago. Customers perceived 
their relationship to N26 with limited emotionality, which is not necessarily a bad 
thing. This is an interesting case of a brand that has taken the first steps towards 
building bonds & loyalty, and is succeeding against the industry odds. 


Meanwhile, the customers of Sparkasse, Germany’s leading bank, felt differently. 
Sparkasse was categorized primarily as a relationship type with a sense of power 
imbalance. Those surveyed felt the relationship was more similar to that of a 
Business Partner, or Teacher-Student. Customers experienced a more rational than 
emotional bonding structure.  


From this standpoint, N26 has an inherent advantage over the Sparkasse in building 
emotional intimacy with their customers, coming from a digitally focussed 
background. Should the Sparkasse seek to build a deeper emotionally intimate bond 
with their customers, they would have to work much harder to transform the 
perceived relationship their customers have with the brand. Additionally, the 
Sparkasse has the additional burden of having to constantly improve experiences 
users have of their various digital touchpoints. Transitioning from a physical 
branch-based model to a more optimized and digitally focussed service would allow 
the Sparkasse to remove current frustrating customer interactions.

Questions we might ask:

What type of relationship does our 
brand have with our customers? 

Where can we act appropriately in our relationship 

to add real value without being undesirably intrusive?



Resource: Classification Study of Brands: Sparkasse & N26, January 2021, N= 500
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Bonding can exist without deep feelings

Companies don't need to set the bar too high by trying to illicit intense emotional 
bonds from the beginning. Simply offering trustworthy, continuous actions which 
connect customers with your brand is a perfect start.


The current state of German business leaves immense opportunity on the table, and 
many industries are seeing that their casual attitude towards customer-centricity & 
bonding is now resulting in losing customers to more nimble, modern competitors. 


Bondage: “A state of being bound to something, usually by compulsion”


Current prime examples of customer bondage include Google or Facebook, who are 
often accused of binding users to their products in negative ways. They frequently 
bind users through the structure of their services and products, information storing 
practices and market dominance. 


The products of these tech giants are often fraught with, albeit intentional or 
unintentional, "Dark Patterns," which make it as difficult as possible for users to leave. 
Cited as “successful, and influential examples” of customer retention, other brands 
and companies are starting to emulate these practices. Examples of these tactics 
include:

Forced Continuity: "Free trials" of any service which comes to an end and silently 
switches into a paid version of the service, charging your credit card without warning.


Hidden Costs: Arriving at the last step of a checkout process, and discovering 
unexpected charges which were never mentioned before (ie. additional taxes, shipping 
charges, etc.)


Exclusivity: Invite-Only participation in a limited timeframe (Fear of Missing Out)


Other examples are: Sunk Cost Fallacy, Social Proof, Foot in the Door, etc.

* More about Dark Patterns here:  
·  
·  
·  

https://www.darkpatterns.org/types-of-dark-pattern 
https://uxdesign.cc/dark-patterns-in-ux-design-7009a83b233c 
https://twitter.com/shituserstory

https://www.darkpatterns.org/types-of-dark-pattern
https://uxdesign.cc/dark-patterns-in-ux-design-7009a83b233c
https://twitter.com/shituserstory


The current state of 
German business leaves 
immense opportunity on 
the table, and many 
industries are seeing 
that their casual attitude 
towards customer- 
centricity & bonding is 
now resulting in losing 
customers to more 
nimble, modern 
competitors. 



Customers can also often be forcefully bound through exit barriers to a service, 
including structural or financial factors. Examples of this include costs being 
associated with changing your provider, or creating extensive time factors required 
to end a service contract. Such bonds do successfully work to retain customers, but 
place unnecessary and unwanted strains on the quality of the relationship with users.


An example is the termination of an Amazon Prime membership. A technical term 
describe their behavior is known as the “Roach-Motel” : where companies make it is 
easy for customers to get in but hard to get out. Such a business model can be 
identified on the basis of six distinguishing features: 

These “dark patterns” were explored and documented in a 2019 study, “
” by Princeton 

University. The large-scaled study was conducted in which 53.000 product pages (of  
11.000 shopping) websites were analysed in order to characterise and quantify the 
prevalence of “dark patterns.”

Dark 
Patterns at Scale: Findings from a Crawl of 11K Shopping Websites

Questions we might ask:

Think of a product or services that you feel 
positive about, but are not “in-love” with. 
What are the first features that come to 
mind that provoke these positive feelings?

What is a brand 
experience that triggered 
immensely negative 
emotions in you? Discuss. 

Obstruction: Termination of a contract or process is made as difficult as possible.


Sneaking: Articles that weren’t even clicked on are put into the shopping cart.


Urgency: A counter or timed countdown communicating that an offer will only be 
available for a few minutes. 


Misdirection: Subliminally implying that the customer is “stupid” if he or she misses out 
on the offer.


Social Proof: Communicating that many other people bought the same product.


Scarcity: Eventually, pressing on the consumer’s fears of missing out through 
notifications and targeted messaging.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

https://webtransparency.cs.princeton.edu/dark-patterns/
https://webtransparency.cs.princeton.edu/dark-patterns/


Conclusion

There are many different ways to achieve business goals. Bonding specifically 
presents a unique opportunity to create high return on investment in terms of loyalty, 
engagement, and retention, as well as building lovable products and services that 
people are excited to spend their money on.

Organizations have an incredible responsibility to their 
consumers to act ethically and handle their relationships 
with care. And while emotional bonds can be a powerful  
way to draw customers closer to your brand or product, 
emotions can also be abused to negatively bind people to  
a company.

As it stands currently, the standard for respectful, thoughtful relationships in many 
companies is low. This presents a world of opportunity for change. 


By mapping out customer journeys, then asking customers about how the specific 
pain points, frustrations, likes and dislikes that they have along this journey, we can 
start to address the human needs of customers, which would increase bonding. 


At Modulr, we know that while bonding might sound like more of a “nice-to-have” 
than a real business need, the current business landscape shows us that in fact, it’s 
more crucial than ever before. Disruption is rife, competition is fierce, and consumer 
confidence is low, factors that result in a highly volatile business landscape.


Whether a product is online or offline, in banking, retail or healthcare, investing in 
mutual bonding is a long-term strategy that will guarantee the sustainability of your 
business. 


Just simply using emotionality is not the answer for improving customer bonds. 
Rather, it's the responsibility of any organization and designer, to be mindful of the 
power of emotion. And ultimately to serve the best interests of their consumers by 
making honest, simple and positive arguments for their products and services.



We are Modulr, a Design Studio in Hamburg —  
breathing emotion into digital products and 
services, creating genuine bonds between 
customers & brands.

Or is it? Send us all your questions, 
thoughts and inquiries!

contact@modulr.design

The
End

Published by modulr 
© 2021 modulr.design GmbH 
www.modulr.design  

All rights reserved
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